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Abstract
Large scale video-on-demand systems require that the servers offering the video retrieval and playback services are arranged as a distributed system in order to support a large number of concurrent
streams. If such a system is hierarchical, an end-node server handles
the requests from a particular area, the next server in the hierarchy
takes the request over for several end-node servers if those can not
ans wer the request and so on. This architecture provides for cost .
efficiency, reliability and scalability of servers. The end-node servers store only a limited set of the overall available information
which changes over time due to user interests. If a video is
requested which is not available, this server contacts the next server
in the hierarchy.
To decide the size and location of the video servers and the
location of videos in the hierarchy, the access behaviour of users
must be considered. Various models for the simulation of user
behavior (and thus, of the load induced on the video servers) ha"'.e
been presented in the literature. Only a few of these models are
designed to take long-term effects into account because the basis for
most of the models are short-term influences on a single video
server and the load on this single machine.
In this paper we describe a new user behavior model and show
that various assumptions made within other models are unrealistic.

1 Introduction
1.1 Video-on-Demand
Several definitions for the term 'video-on-demand' can be found in
the literature [Sam95, Litt94a, Ov94]. lt is sometimes considered as
consisting of subcategories (defined, e.g., by [Litt94a]) such as
'movies on demand', 'interactive video games', 'interactive news
television', 'catalog browsing (interactive shopping)', distance
Jearning (edutainment)', and 'interactive advertising'.
The terms interactive television [Hac96, Ov94, Hod95] and
services on demand [Hod95, Hes94a, Hes94b] are often used as
synonyms for video-on-demand. The term interactive television is
used to express that the new service is an extension to the current
practice of broadcast television. A minor interactivity exists already
today in the form of pay-per-view channels and video recorders. In
this paper, we use the term video-on-demand as 'movies on
demand', as·it is the case in various publications [Hod95, Hac96].

Further, 'Video-on-Demand' is used with respect to the delivery
of 'movies on demand' with varying meanings. These vaöations can
be distinguished by the degree of interactivity they provide to the
user [Litt94a, Sam95]. Broadcast, or No Video-on-Demand, is the
term used for television as we know it today. lt provides no means
for user interactivity, which makes the user a passive observer. PayPer-View is the service that allows the user to pay only for the
movies that he really consumes. An influence on the program of the
sending station is not possible with this approach either. In Quasi
Video-on-Demand, the consumer can subscribe to channels that suit
his personal preferences. The interaction means are restricted to a
change of the subscribed groups. In Near Video-on-Demand, the
same movie is transmitted over multiple channels with a temporal
offset. By changing from one channel to another, the user can jump
backward and forward in the movie, and he can chose the starting
time of a movie at a. granularity of some minutes. True Video-onDemand allows the consumer to prepare a program completely
according to his own preferences. The functionality provided to the
user is that of a VCR control, with the possible exception of certain
features such as fast forward and fast backward. Within this paper
we consider always true video-on-demand because this is the next
achievable goal in the interactive television business that provides a
major change to user interaction.
We assume that true video-on-demand is not only possible in
theory but in practice if the networking infrastructure is sufficiently
advanced. On this basis we consider ways to deliver individual video
streams directly from a content provider through a broadband
network to a customer. W e do not distinguish whether the network
is shared with other traffic (as might be the case with the Internet as
a backbone of this system) or whether it is a network that is
dedi~ated to the video-on-demand system (as might be the case if
current cable television infrastructure is recycled to this ends),
because we assume that in both cases the required resource
capacities in the network are reserved for the transfer.

1.2 Video Server Hierarchies
Under the base assumption that large-area (e.g. nation-wide) videoon-demand systems will come into existence, at least in the long
term, it is important to investigate how these can be built in a costeffective manner while ensuring service quality necessary to retain
user acceptance.
.
Tue radical approaches towards the establishment of video
distribution systems are the server cost-optimizing approach and the
network cost-optimizing approach. The lowest server cost is
achieved by installing a . central server which stores all available
·movies and requires redundant copies of a movie only because of its
Jimited disk bandwidth. In [Tetz94], it is mentioned as a side-note
that this approach may finally prove applicable when sufficient user
requests are generated that the use of memory instead of disks is
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to a more general one in more complex systems. As a starting point,
however, it is necessary to have an accurate model to find
inaccuracies in the considerations on the system model.
In order to understand this, we look at various sources of
information induding but not limited to earlier literature. In
extension of the earlier results, we give evidence that the day-today changes in rental probability of specific movies results in major
exchange of movie titles in a cache-based algorithm which assumes
that low-load hours can be used to update videos according to the
findings of the previous high-load period. These changes are also
presented in section 4.1. Thus, we propose a simulation model
which takes into account the hit rate changes of movies located in
systems with few customers, e.g. caching head-end servers.

feasible. Tue lowest network cost is achieved by storing all videos
at the users' sites. This is obviously never feasible due to storage
capacity constraints.
Tree-shaped structures as in Figure 1 connect various users to
a central server through interrnediate nodes. lf these interrnediate
nodes have the capability for storing or caching data, we call the
tree a server hienirchy. Hierarchies that involve caching are an
approach that can be easily adopted in distribution networks as they
are currently available for cable TV networks and for other
distribution networks of telecom operators that may form the basis
of video-on-demand systems. Nussbaumer et al. present in
[Nuss95] a cost calculation for distributing video data along
caching nodes in a distribution tree that connects the central site
and the user sites. Their approach takes both storage and
networking cost in account and calculates the level of the hierarchy
at which a movie, given its popularity, should be stored in order to
minimize the sum of these costs.

1.3 Outline of the Paper
In the next section we discuss related work on user behavior
models. In Section 3 we consider data sources that can be used for
verification of video models, and introduce the data used for our
study. In Section 4 we verify that the information derived from our
various data sources is both consistent and supports earlier results.
We present also the reasons why a long-term video development
must be considered rather than a single-day model and present our
doubts that these earlier results can provide the basis for a
simulation model oflong-term video development. In Section 5 we
present a new model for the simulation of movie life cydes
induding the randomness by adding simple user modeling. Finally,
we give a summary and an outlook on future work.

Graphs other than trees may be more appropriate as a solution to
this problem. E.g., RedHi [Shah97] allows multiple parent nodes in
a tree-like structure, which allows load balancing and a stability
increase, and [Sheu97] considers an approach that builds queues of
dients which serve other dients in order to reduce server load.
However, the hierarchical approach has the easiest mapping to
existing CATV or Telecom infrastructures.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of caching and
distribution strategies in such hierarchies, we need to investigate
ways to reduce storage and networking costs, taking the behavior
of the users into account. This implies that among the topics that
have to be considered are storage capacities, network and storage
bandwidth, which are relevant to costs, and delays or the
probability for denial of service, which are relevant to acceptance,
have to be considered.
In a simulation model, hit rates of specific movies are relevant.
For short-term considerations, the Zipf-distribution [Nuss95] is the
accepted model for hit probabilities. For the calculation of optimal
results, a model based on this assumes that each movie is magically
moved onto the server that is at the optimal position for the current
hit probability of the movie, e.g., this is assumed tobe done during
off-peak hours.
We want to find viable approaches to video distribution and
caching in a hierarchical system, which comprises the travelling of
movies and not· only the optimal placement. Thus, we can not
simply subscribe to the generic possibilities for movie movement.
Instead, we want to model long-term popularity of movies, wfüch
might allow for more efficient travelling of movies. We call these
changes of movie popularity in time the life-cycle of the movie.
This analysis requires that we model user interaction on the
level of individual users requesting single movies in a realistic
order that is hardly smoothed by considering an abstract numbers
base of users or by looking at a numbers base that is too !arge to
provide the necessary details in behavior. Making an analysis and
checking the behavior of a system model first on this level of detail
may allow the replacement of the individual user and movie model

111111

2 Related Work
Various approaches towards modeling the load of video servers
have been proposed in the literature. Usually, there are no
simulation models which consider how much interaction might
take place· from the point of the user. Rather, an analysis is
performed to derive the worst case situation that a server (or
network) can cope with. One approach is the modeling of single
video streams as they are accessed and played. This is generally
done in order to understand how the operation of a single machine
or duster of machines can be optimized. Little and Venkatesh take
this approach in [Litt94b] with the goal of optimizing disk 1/0
operations in a single system. Their approach is to build an
analytical model for access probabilities based on the work by
Ramarao and Ramamoorthy [Ram91]. In [Tew95], Tewari et al.
optimize the 1/0 utilization in a server duster and use Poisson
processes to model the user accesses to the server, with the mean
value chosen according to Little's Law [Litt61]. Golubchik et al.
investigate in [Gol96] means for sharing video streams in a videoon-demand systems that holds when VCR controls are permitted to
the user. Their user model is analytic and assumes a Poisson arrival
process. Their analysis does not need long-term movie
development.

consumer

~r---J

content
provider

1111 ~
distribution
hiearcny

Figure 1: Hierarchical video-on-demand system
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Figure 2: Data from the VideoWoche
These approaches are useful for optimizing playout, stacks or
disk operations in a system, but neither take user interaction into
account once that a movie is playing nor do they try to model the
play time of a single clip in any way.
The modeling of VCR commands requires a model that
includes modeling of user habits in applying these VCR Operations.
Dan and Sitaram analyze in [Dan95] the caching of data in a single
server or server cluster under various interactive workloads and
models information such as access skew (the distribution of
requests on stored clips), the clip length distribution and the
viewing time. While they do not consider the aging of individual
movies, because they still need a short-term model, they consider
the di stribution of hits on the available videos and chose the Zipf
distribution to model the video popularity. Nussbaumer, aiming at
optimizing caching in a single server system or cluster, also
assumes the Zipf distribution [Chen92] to model video popularity
[Nuss95]. The distribution of videos or blocks of videos over
multiple machines for load-levelling or availability purposes has
been investigated in [Bern96].
Barnett et al. [Bar95] aim at minimizing the·storage costs in a
distributed system and apply caching mechanisms to do this. This
requires the kind of long-term analysis we also discuss in this
paper. They base their considerations for long-term popularity (in
the absence of freely available video-on-demand trial results) on
numbers from CD sales. The model they derive is a double
exponential curve for the distribution of user accesses on videos
and a movie popularity development with only one raising and one
declining side. They evaluate various caching strategies. From our
findings based on movie rentals, their approach is not able to model
the user behavior in video-on-demand systems correctly. Data
derived from a video rental store and from video rental magazines
which are compared in Figure 3 show that such smoothness in
popularity changes is only achieved for !arge user communities.
In [Dan93], Dan and Sitaram try to add to the Zipf distribution
a long-term dynamic change in time. They take into account that
the distribution of movie rentals at a certain date can be
approximated by the Zipf distribution but that the ranking among
the movies is changing each day. Their approach for taking this into
account is the ordering of the movies. The largest index of a movie
is equivalent to the largest index in the Zipf distribution function
and the largest probability assignment to this movie. For each day,
they apply a permutation function to this ordered !ist. We show in
section 4.3, that this approach is not useful to study caching in
hierarchical distribution systems.

video-on-demand field trials publicly available that we know
of.
• Cinema Visitor Numbers: The numbers of cinema visitors provide a source of information to model the initial user interest
in new movies. This initial user interest could not be derived
from movie rentals (see below) in the same quality because the
number of copies for rental is limited. On the other hand the
number of cinema visitors are not suitable for long-term modeling, because only the most favorite movies remain in the cinemas for a long time, and because only a limited number of
movies is shown in the cinemas at a certain time.
• Literature: As described in Section 2, there are only few
papers that consider the long-term development of movies.
Furthermore, we were sceptical about the validity of the base
assumptions and figures in the existing ones. In Section 4, we
discuss the long-term models we found in the literature.
• Movie Magazines
A couple of these magazines publish a weekly ranking, e.g. a
top!O ranking of the last week's TV, cinema or rental movies.
Among the few that provide more information is in Germany
the VideoWoche [Vidw96] , which publishes weekly the top
100 movie rentals based upon the Media Control Index. This
index is calculated from the rentals of about 1000 movie rental
stores nationwide. In that way regional differences are hidden
and a broad data base is used. This index has a major disadvantages: The ranking function is not publicly known, there is
no guarantee that two movies with the same index value have
the same number of rentals. Additionally, since only one data
point per movie and week is available, smoothing effects take
place.
While this information does not provide information on the
user behavior, it is a good indication of movie development.
As an example, the development of the movie "Highlander 3"
is given in Figure 2 (note that the lowest rank is best in the
right figure) .
• Movie Rental Store Numbers
Examining the rental numbers of a single rental store provides
information about the probability of access of few users (some
thousand) to a !arge base of movies. lt considers completely
unpopular movies as weil as long-runners, single-day highlights, and all of these mixed with brand new titles. This
accounts for a realistic mixture of movies in various states of
their developments, and for a realistic pattern of access to the
individual titles as it may be the case in an on-demand system.
The biggest problem with these numbers is that only popular
movies which are available in multiple copies are useful for
understanding the user behavior. Each copy of a movie on its
own has a very unclear development of rentals/day.

3 Sources of Data
In order to create a model ofthe user interest in movies, i.e. in order
to model the movies ' development, external information is
required. A number of sources have been considered:
• Reports from trials: Unfortunately, there are no reports on
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Figure 3: Comparison of rental store (left) and magazine numbers (right)

4.2 Small Population Data and the Literature

As the basis of this study, information from the Video Woche and
from a single movie rental store were available (out of a long !ist of
shops who refused to release information). The data of the
Video Woche contained the index value of the toplOO movies as
weil as their ranking. The data from the movie rental store
contained for every rental or return transaction the date, time and
movie name but no customer or price information. This allowed us
to track the number of copies as well as the age of each movie.

Section 4.1 demonstrates that the access patterns generated by
small user populations can differ widely from the average user' s
behavior. The following shows that this affects the usefulness of
the Zipf distribution for estimating hit probabilities. The Zipf
distribution is defi ned as
z(i)

4 Verification and discussion

= f, C= 11(
1

I ~J

i=, 1

In this formula, N is the number of available movie titles. i is
the index of a movie title in the list of N movies that are sorted in
the order of decreasing popularity. lt is noteworthy that this
distribution, which is typically used as the basis for investigations
on video server operations, is completely independent of the
number of users that access the set of movies.
To verify the applicability of the distribution to our data, we
compare all days of one month in the period covered by the movie
data and sort 250 representative movie titles by their popularity at
these days. The resulting data is compared with the Zipf
distribution for N=250. Figure 4 shows the first 100 entries of the
resulting curves. lt presents the curves for the two days with the
lowest and highest hit rate on the top 10 movies in one month in
comparison with the Zipf distribution for the same number of
movies.

We integrale the knowledge derived from various data sources into
our considerations, and verify the consistency of this data first.

4.1 Large and Small User Population Data
We have to assume that the data from Video Woche magazine and
that from the movie rental store have an applicable relation to each
other. By the magazine' s content, we are limited to the movies that
are considered the top 100 country-wide. Figure 3 shows the
comparison of the data from Video Woche magazine (right) and the
curves of the rental store (left) for two movies (Highlander 3, Lion
King). We have chosen these two movies as examples because they
were the ones that experienced the largest number of accesses to
themselves of those movies that remained in the top 100 list of
VideoWoche for several weeks during the observation period. If
movies with a lower number of accesses to them had been chosen,
the similarity in trends with the magazine could have been
illustrated only by smoothing the rentals, e.g. by showing the
average rentals in three days. By selecting these movies, the
similaries become visible without any smoothing. We conclude
from the qualitative similarity of such curves (smoothing taking
place by adding the rental numbers of 15 copies in one place versus
the rental numbers of some 10000 copies in 1000 places) that the
co-consideration of these two sources to build a single model
would be acceptable.

lt becomes visible that the Zipf distribution, although quite similar
to the actual rental probabilities, is somewhat optimistic for small
user populations. The upper curve that was derived in this month
may be restricted by the number of copies available in the rental
store. The lower curve is not affected by this but shows that the
diversity in user selection is wider than accounted for by the
theoretical function. This implies that caching algorithms that are
designed under the assumption that the Zipf distribution provides a
worst-case or at least an average-case boundary for movie hit
probability may underestimate the number of cache misses in a
server at a low level of a distribution hierarchy.
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When movies are sorted according to their relevance, the
graphs in Figure 5 display the size of relevance changes from one
measurement to the next. Graph 1 in Figure 5 shows this for the
rotation model, assuming 150 movies. Obviously, it does not
provide sufficient realism for long-term considerations.
Another simple approach would be the permutation of movies '
relevances between days. Graph 2 shows the relevance changes for
a system with 150 movies that assumes a daily permutation.
In comparison to these two models, graphs 3 and 4 provide two
examples of relevance changes for real movies from a movie rental
store with a small user population. The comparison demonstrates
that an algorithm which calculates the location of movies ' copies in
a distribution tree with respect to relevance can not be verified with
either of the two models.
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Figure 4: Rental probabilities compared with the Zipf
distribution

5.1 Modeling the Life Cycle
The data that we have available restricts the realism of our model
although we consider it much more realistic for long-term changes
than previous models.
We can extract the long-term development of favored movies
primarily from the data of the movie magazine, which is based on
a !arge, representative number of movie rental shops and on a !arge
customer base. The raw numbers that we have available from the
single rental store provide a verification for these numbers. They
can also be used to check the credibility of the model for long-term
development of the movies because the rental numbers are
con~nuo~sly collected even after the movie has left the top 100
ranking hst. These raw numbers are also the only basis on which
we_ can model the development of movies that never or only
porntedly h1t the top 100 list and old movies that have reached the
bottom line of their development and are still chosen quite
frequently.
The access patterns of individual users to movies at their access
point (the rental store) can on the other hand not be derived from
either of these sources. Rental movies are watched "off-line", i.e.

4.3 Day-to-Day Changes
The Zipf distribution is a static distribution that includes no model
for the life cycle of movies. lt has already been shown by Barnett
[Bar95] that the Zipf distribution in itself is not weil suited to
~im ul~te _
real data. Because of this, it is not applicable to
rnvest1gat10ns that consider temporal changes.
In order to compensate for this, Dan and Sitaram [Dan93] have
created a model based on a modified rotation of movie rental
probabilities. Each individual movie title is given an index number,
and 1ts current popularity is calculated by the Zipf distribution.
Aft~r a fi xed amount of time, new indices are calculated by rotating
the rnd1ces. To reduce !arge jumps in the relevance of a specific
mov1e, the left half of the movie indices is swapped before and after
the rotation. By adding the rotation, they try to simulate dynamic
changes in the rental probability of individual titles for the cache of
a si_ng_Ie server. They did not try to create this model for long-term
vanatlons.

(2) relevance change in a permutation model

(1) relevance change in the rotation model
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Users are modeled as individual entities that initiale the
retrieval of a movie. We expect the number of customers of a single
video-on-demand server to be approximately constant, with a
roughly constant interest in watching movies, i.e. the total number
of movies that are retrieved by the customers is fixed . Since there
are no restrictions to retrieving any video at any time in a true
video-on-demand system, the model does not take any
dependencies between various users into account. The only way for
users to exhibit similarities is because of inter-dependencies arising
from the handling of their requests by the on-demand system.

In the future, we will use this component for the evaluation of
automated distribution mechanisms in networks of on-demand
servers. We have already applied the model to evaluate some wellknown caching algorithms in purely hierarchical distribution
networks, and we will extend our evaluations to cover both more
caching algorithms and other approaches like prefetching
techniques and central decision making. We will also address
topologies other than strict hierarchies.
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In this paper, we have presented a new approach to movie life cycle
modeling. We have shown that the current models for user requests
in video-on-demand systems make assumptions that do not hold in
the case of long-terrn investigations on distributed on-demand
systems such as large-scale video-on-demand systems.
We have compared data on user requests from various sources,
and deduced that two main issues in user request modeling have
previously not been modeled adequately. These are the long-terrn
life cycle of on-demand movies and the effects that varying user
population sizes have on the usefulness of considering this life
cycle at individual access points of the on-demand system.
Based on these observations, we have developed a model for
request generation that is used as a component in simulations of
video-on-demand systems.
Among the issues to be solved is that we have no parameters for a
time-out value that determines when a waiting user will cancel a
request. To reduce simulation time, we investigate simplifications
for parts of a distribution system to generate a useful background
load on higher-level servers.
Our model is able to model the day-to-day changes, but we
need additional information on changes of user behavior
throughout the day. lt is convenient. to assume that the popularity
of a movie is changing slowly, but children's interests dominate the
TV viewing population in the afternoon, while adults' interests
dominate at night. Since this may render caches in a trivial caching
server completely useless every few hours, we consider this a
mandatory extension to our model.
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